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- match seismic signatures of theoretical frequencies to observed frequencies.

- signatures are chosen to reflect principally the properties of energy-generating core.

- but such core signatures are also susceptible to e.g. zero-age chemical abundances
and are contaminated by contributions produced by the surface layers.

- we need additional diagnostic to measure abundance (e.g., helium) independently
and to separate the surface from the core signatures.

- here we use abrupt variation of the first adiabatic exponent γ1 induced by He ionization.

Points to consider in an age calibration procedure



Age-sensitive diagnostics of the stellar structure



- evolutionary computations depend on 3 initial parameters: e.g., Y0, Z0 and αc

Age-sensitive diagnostics of the stellar structure 

- Calibrated (L, R) models: e.g. Z0(Y0,αc) @ any t 2-parameter set of models (Z0,t )

-asymptotic p-mode frequency behaviour (n>>l): 

4.15 Gy

4.60 Gy

5.10 Gy

at constant Z0

Gough & Novotny (1990)



- evolutionary computations depend on 3 initial parameters: e.g., Y0, Z0 and αc

Age-sensitive diagnostics of the stellar structure 

- Calibrated (L, R) models: e.g. Z0(Y0,αc) @ any t 2-parameter set of models (Z0,t )

-asymptotic p-mode frequency behaviour (n>>l): 

Z0=0.016

Z0=0.020

Z0=0.022

Houdek & Gough  (2011)

at constant t



-asymptotic p-mode frequency behaviour (n>>l): 

Houdek & Gough (2007)

Age-sensitive diagnostics of the stellar structure



Age-sensitive diagnostics of the stellar structure
-asymptotic p-mode frequency behaviour (n>>l): 

Gough (2011):

integrands of                       :

make integrands independent of     :



Age-sensitive diagnostics of the stellar structure
-asymptotic p-mode frequency behaviour (n>>l): 

- calibration using combinations of the seismically determined parameters

age Xi

?



Age-sensitive diagnostics of the stellar structure
-asymptotic p-mode frequency behaviour (n>>l): 

- calibration using combinations of the seismically determined parameters

age Y

- asymptotic formula approximates adiabatic νs only if scale height 

glitch-free  νs are frequencies of a “smoothed” stellar model 

we need a diagnostics for the acoustic glitch contributions
to estimate                 and to construct νs



Glitch contributions
( for )



BiSON data:

Glitch contributions

Gough (1990):

model



Glitch contributions



A model for glitch contributions
(A seismic diagnostics)



Seismic diagnostics: variational principle in (nonrotating) stars

Linearized, adiabatic, wave equation:

operator         is hermitian for                  at boundary:



we approximate:

Seismic diagnostics

and

asymptotic limit (JWKB):



Squared adiabatic sound speed

Adiabatic exponent

He (solar value)

no He
- δγ1/γ1 − Y

Seismic diagnostics



Expand γ with respect to Y about Y= 0:

Seismic diagnostics

helium 
abundance

….

Glitches may then be written:

Adiabatic exponent



Glitches may be written as:

helium 
abundance
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Seismic diagnostics



Seismic diagnostic
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Seismic diagnostics: surface term

BiSON data (Basu, Chaplin et al. 2007)

and are two undetermined constants of summation of 3rd - order polynomial

Choose and  by minimizing:



Applying the seismic diagnostic to the Sun and simulated data (SONG)



BiSON data:

HeI
HeII

Base of convection zone

Seismic diagnostic

glitch 
contribution

surface 
contribution

Applying the seismic diagnostic to low-degree p modes: Sun

For Model S:

…helium abundance

For BiSON data:

surface contrib.



for model:Results

Stellar model (C-D & Kjeldsen)

Applying the seismic diagnostic to a solar-like star



Applying the seismic diagnostic to a solar-like star

Simulated SONG data 
(Kjeldsen & C-D)

- signature of He II ionization zone

Houdek & Gough (2009)

- signature of bottom of convection zone

for model:Results for SONG data:

- signature of He I ionization zone

… rel. depression of       
in He II ionization zone

… acoustic depth of 
HeII ionization zone

… acoustic depth of bottom 
of convection zone



Solar/stellar age calibration



Solar/stellar age calibration
-asymptotic p-mode frequency behaviour (n>>l): 

- approximate solar value by a two-term expansion about reference value :

- calibration using combinations of the seismically determined parameters

- and the solution is:

from reference model

age Y



Solar/stellar age calibration

Eleven models calibrated to solar luminosity and radius
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Solar/stellar age calibration

0 0 0

BiSON data



Solar/stellar age calibration



Solar/stellar age calibration

Partial derivatives Hα j obtained from two sets of calibrated evolutionary 
models for the Sun. Values with respect to age t− are in units of Gy-1 ,and
frequencies are in μHz.

partial derivatives

-0.7327 -0.1067 1.771 0.231 -0.6074 0.1634

0.02203 -0.009973 1.057 0.5391 ∂ lnα / ∂ lnβ



-asymptotic p-mode frequency behaviour (n>>l):

- calibration using combinations of the seismically determined parameters

Solar/stellar age calibration

Referenz model 0:
4.60 Gy, Z0=0.02

Referenz model 2:
4.37 Gy, Z0=0.02

0.245



-asymptotic p-mode frequency behaviour (n>>l):

- calibration using combinations of the seismically determined parameters

Note: Model S: age=4.60 Gy, Z0=0.0196

Solar/stellar age calibration

Referenz model 0:
4.60 Gy, Z0=0.02

error co-variance matrix



Solar/stellar age calibration

Referenz model 0 :      4.60 Gy, Z=0.02

Referenz model 2 :      4.37 Gy, Z=0.02

Five-times calibrated



Results for 
five-times calibrated reference models 
using BiSON data &                              

2
0

Solar/stellar age calibration

Note: Model S: age = 4.60 Gy,  Z0 = 0.0196

0



Solar/stellar age calibration

Referenz model 0 :      4.60 Gy, Z0=0.02

Referenz model 2 :      4.37 Gy, Z0=0.02

Five-times calibrated

Z0

Zs = 0.0142



Solar/stellar age calibration

Five-times calibrated reference model
Xs = 0.7618
Ys = 0.2240
Zs = 0.0142
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Solar/stellar age calibration

Kjeldsen et al. (2008) :

Simulated SONG data
GH & Gough (2009)



Seismic diagnostics (2nd frequency differences) of low-degree
modes can be used to estimate gross properties (Y , DCZ) of 
solar-type stars. 

Removing the seismic signature of rapid variations in the background
state from the frequencies could substantially improve the calibration
of stellar ages and abundances.

The values of Z should not be regarded strictly as statements for 
initial heavy-element abundance, but rather as a measure of the   
opacity in the radiative interior.

This seismic calibration procedure can be applied to data from 
CoRoT, Kepler and  planned observing campaigns (PLATO, SONG).

Summary/conclusion
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